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Not Yet At Ease, 2018. Courtesy Raqs Media Collective and 
Frith Street Gallery

Firstsite, Colchester, is delighted to announce Not Yet At Ease, a major commission by the 
internationally renowned Delhi-based artists Raqs Media Collective. The work is part of 14-
18 NOW, the UK’s arts programme for the First World War centenary.

The centrepiece of the show is a video and sound installation that unfolds within a labyrinthine 
architectural form, which has been inspired by the artists’ investigations into materials and 
structures used in institutions that housed injured and distressed soldiers while they awaited 
remission, recovery and release during and immediately after the First World War.

Within this space, the artists have conceived an immersive environment that features a 
12-track soundscape and an array of video screens and projections. Sounds and images 
explore and extend the testimonies of Indian soldiers in the First World War. The work also 
features transcripts of letters and diaries, close readings of medical records and official 
dispatches, extracts from novels and poetry, and accounts of dreams and nightmares. These 
are interspersed with fragments of archival film and photography, spectral snatches of 
voices captured in hundred-year-old sound recordings, as well as the artists’ own reflections 
on a conflict that they believe never ended, producing a textured narrative fabric of sources 
and surprises.†

Raqs Media Collective have based this major new work on their understanding that 
symptoms of profound neural and psychic distress induced by violence (now recognised as 
post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD]) were first observed by military censors while reading 
the correspondence of Indian soldiers. The censors noticed what they called – ‘a tendency 
to break into poetry’ – in the letters that the Indian soldiers wrote from battlefields, barracks 
and hospitals.

Says Raqs Media Collective: ‘Despite this early recognition of exceptional responses to 
extraordinary conditions, Indian soldiers, like many soldiers in the lower ranks of the British 
Empire’s forces, were never seen as actual victims of ‘shell shock’. The assumed lack of an 
interior life in the Indian soldiers led their distress to be slotted away instead as Not Yet 
Diagnosed (Nervous). 

‘Not Yet At Ease gives voice to the conditions that the military medical authorities refused to 
listen to. It considers their echoes across the time of a hundred years, and invites visitors to 
explore interlinked histories of war, poetry, sanity and madness while navigating the work’s 
many layers.’

Not Yet At Ease also includes a new commission for Firstsite’s iconic 140-metre long curved 
wall. The mural will predominantly be a bold blue colour inspired by the ‘Hospital Blues’ 
uniform worn by convalescing soldiers in British military hospitals, an example of which is 
in the Imperial War Museums’ collection where Raqs Media Collective conducted much of 
their research. This intense background will be overlaid with drawings and texts that depict 
archival medical sketches of nerves, used by doctors of the period to attempt to explain 
mental conditions by recourse to physical processes and symptoms. 

Creating a network of language and image as the artwork unfolds along the length of 
Firstsite’s gallery spaces, the artists dissect phrases and expressions such as ‘a bag of 
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nerves’, ‘a battle of nerves’, ‘a war of nerves’, ‘nerves of steel’ as they discard the crucial word 
‘nerve’. This gesture builds a poetic incompleteness across the work that creates an abstract, 
almost codex-like pattern viewers can decipher, and acts as a moving metaphor for what a 
person might have lost through conflict.

The exhibition is accompanied by an extensive events programme – in the artists’ terms a 
‘Theory Opera’ – which will bring together a cohort of creative practitioners, artists and poets 
with international academics, historians and scientists to present ideas and discussion 
around the themes of the show, considering their relevance today, not just historically.

Jenny Waldman, Director of 14-18 NOW, said: ‘At 14-18 NOW we commission contemporary 
artists to create new work in response to the First World War. We are thrilled to present 
this powerful new commission by Raqs Media Collective that explores the huge impact the 
conflict and PTSD had on Indian soldiers.’

Firstsite Director Sally Shaw said: ‘This is an astonishing, moving and profound piece of 
work presented at a significant moment in British history, as we recall the commitment and 
contribution of servicemen and women around the world who were affected by the First 
World War and its legacies today. Firstsite is honoured to have worked with Raqs Media 
Collective and 14-18 NOW on this incredible project, which will mean a great deal to the 
residents of Colchester – one of the UK’s oldest garrison towns.’

Not Yet At Ease is co-commissioned by Firstsite and 14-18 NOW, the UK’s arts programme 
for the First World War centenary, with support from the National Lottery through Arts Council 
England and the Heritage Lottery Fund, and from the Department for Digital, Culture, Media 
and Sport.

Other 14-18 NOW commissions have included: Gillian Wearing’s statue of suffragist 
campaigner Millicent Fawcett for Parliament Square, which was co-commissioned by 
Firstsite; PROCESSIONS, a UK-wide participatory artwork to commemorate the centenary 
of the Representation of the People Act 1918; and Jeremy Deller’s we’re here because 
we’re here, which saw around 1,500 participants dressed in First World War uniform appear 
unexpectedly in locations across the country on 1 July 2016, to mark the centenary of the 
Battle of the Somme.  

† Acknowledgements for source materials: Imperial War Museum, British Library, British 
Pathé Film, Lautarchiv of Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Royal Pavilion & Museums Brighton 
& Hove, and bpk-Bildagentur.

For more information, please contact 
Albany Arts Communications

Mark Inglefield,  
mark@albanyartscommunications.com

t: + 44 (0) 20 73 88 09 97  
m: + 44 (0) 75 84 19 95 00

Carla von der Becke,  
carla@albanyartscommunications.com

t:  + 44 (0) 20 73 88 09 97 
m: + 44 (0) 79 74 25 29 94 

About Raqs Media Collective:

About 14-18 NOW:

Notes to Editors:

Raqs Media Collective (Monica Narula, Jeebesh Bagchi & Shuddhabrata Sengupta) follows 
its self-declared imperative of ‘kinetic contemplation’ to produce a trajectory that is restless 
in its forms and methods, yet concise with the infra procedures that it invents. The collective 
makes contemporary art, edits books, curates exhibitions, and stages situations. It has 
collaborated with architects, computer programmers, writers, curators, and theatre directors, 
and has made films. It co-founded Sarai – the inter-disciplinary and incubatory space at the 
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi – in 2001, where it initiated processes 
that have left deep impact on contemporary culture in India.

Exhibitions curated by Raqs include The Rest of Now (Manifesta 7, Bolzano, 2008), Sarai 
Reader 09 (Gurugram, 2012-13), INSERT2014 (New Delhi, 2014) and Why Not Ask Again 
(Shanghai Biennale 2016-2017). Their work has been exhibited at Documenta, Manifesta, and 
the Venice, Sao Paulo, Istanbul, Shanghai, Sydney and Taipei Biennales. Their retrospective, 
Asamayavali / Untimely Calendar was held at the National Gallery of Modern Art, New Delhi, 
in 2014-2015. Other solo shows at museums include at the Isabella Gardner Museum 
(Boston, 2012), CA2M (Madrid, 2014), MUAC (Mexico City, 2015), Tate Exchange (London, 
2016), Foundacion Proa (Buenos Aires, 2015), Laumeier Sculpture Park (St Louis, 2016), and 
the Whitworth Art Gallery (Manchester, 2017). Raqs Media Collective are represented by Frith 
Street Gallery, London and Project 88, Mumbai. 

14-18 NOW is a programme of extraordinary arts experiences connecting people with the 
First World War, as part of the UK’s official centenary commemorations. It commissions new 
work by leading contemporary artists across all art forms; the programme has included over 
200 artists from 35 countries, taking place in 160 locations across the UK. Over 30 million 
people have experienced a project so far, including 7.5 million children and young people. 
16.7 million people took part in LIGHTS OUT in 2014, and 63% of the population were aware 
of Jeremy Deller’s, we’re here because we’re here. The UK tour of the poppy sculptures by 
artist Paul Cummins and designer Tom Piper has been seen by over 4 million people to date. 
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14-18 NOW has won many awards for its work, including the National Lottery Heritage 
Award, 2017.  2018 is the final season, marking 100 years since the end of the First World 
War. 14-18 NOW is supported by the National Lottery through the Heritage Lottery Fund 
and Arts Council England, by the DCMS with additional funding from The Backstage Trust, 
Bloomberg Philanthropies, Clore Duffield Foundation, NatWest and support from individuals.

About Firstsite: Firstsite is a public contemporary art gallery in Colchester, Essex. Over the last fifteen years 
it has gained a strong reputation, presenting ambitious work to new audiences in the East 
of England and beyond. Situated in Colchester’s ‘cultural quarter,’ the present building was 
designed by Uruguayan architect Rafael Viñoly, and opened in 2011. Firstsite is a partner 
of Plus Tate, which uses Tate’s resources to contribute to a network of arts organisations 
across the country, and to increase public access to the national collection of British and 
international modern and contemporary art. 

Please visit the Firstsite website for more 
information: 

www.firstsite.uk

#NotYetAtEase 
#Firstsite
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